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URGENT NOTIFCATION ON VEHICLE MOVEMENT 

 

This is to notify all the concerned agencies that vehicle movement passes are not clearly 

understood by both the users and those reinforcing the rule. It has come to the notice of 

Dzongkhag C19TF that the movements out of zones are rampant in the pretext of cards violating 

permissible movement. Please note that there are three types of passes issued for the; 

1. Movement within the Dzongkhag 

Movement Pass issued to Projects (MHPA & THyE), institutes, financial institutes etc. These are 

specific to organizational need within specific areas; and must NOT be used for any other 

purposes. Violation of this rule will result in compounding the vehicle, detention of driver and 

loss of this privilege to the organization 

2. Daily time bound and task specific passes 

These are issued on daily basis depending on the need and area specific to allow 

individuals/officials to restore services. Kindly note that vehicles found plying other than the 

designated time & place will result in compounding the vehicle and official in charge will be 

charged with negligence and called for explanation 

3. Service Delivery Permits(Vegetables/Livestock products & 

Groceries)  

Movement for vegetable collection can be done daily except on Tuesday and Saturday. Vendors 

should collect vegetables‟ and livestock products from the identified collection centers in the 

Gewogs and are prohibited to visit individual farmers. Door-to-door delivery is lifted and all 

deliveries will be made to the identified „Pick and Drop Centers” depending on the demand. 

Services are available from 0800 A.M – 0500 P.M depending on the Zone distribution. 

 NOTE:  
 1. All customers/individuals found within the town area for shopping - vegetables or essential items must 

have their card visible in person. People found loitering in the market area without the card will be handed 

over to the security officer. 

 2. Those vendors and shops found entertaining customers without the card or not following safety protocols 

will lose their right to operate! 

 3.Within the Gewog, and the two projects (THyE & MHPA) - Gups and MDs can mobilize movement 

within their zone but movement across gewogs or out of one‟s zone is not allowed without prior approval 

from Dzongkhag C19TF in written. 

 

 
 


